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The structure of odd-A 115,117Rh and 115,117Pd isotopes is studied by means of the neutron-proton interacting
boson-fermion model (IBFM-2). JP = 1

2

+
quantum number assignment for the 115,117Pd ground states is critically

discussed and the predicted energy levels are compared to the existing experimental data. The resulting nuclear
wave functions are used to compute the β-decay f t values of the transitions from 115,117Rh to 115,117Pd in the
microscopic IBFM-2 and the results compared with the data.
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I. INTRODUCTION

β and double-β decays are manifestations of the weak in-
teraction and are among the main mechanisms for the atomic
nuclei to reach stability. The investigation of such types of
transitions, both on the theoretical and experimental sides, is
extremely important. It can provide insight into the structure
of heavy nuclei and serve as a test of the available nuclear
structure models, including the interacting boson and boson-
fermion models (IBM-2 and IBFM-2) [1–9], the quasiparticle
random phase approximation (QRPA) [10–15], and the large-
scale nuclear shell model [16–18]. This is because the β-decay
rates are very sensitive to the wave functions of the parent and
daughter nuclei.

Furthermore, the study of β decays can help to model
the creation of chemical elements in the investigation of dif-
ferent possible astrophysical nucleosynthesis scenarios. One
can also mention the fundamental role of β, double-β, and
neutrinoless double-β decays in the study of the properties of
neutrinos and of the possible emergence of beyond the stan-
dard model effects. Typical examples are the still unknown
mechanism to generate a neutrino mass term in the standard
model Lagrangian and the possible nature of neutrinos as
Dirac- or Majorana-type particles [19].

A large amount of experimental data on β decays has been
collected during the years; for example, see Refs. [20–29].
Here, the attention is focused on the experimental results
for 115Rh and 117Rh isotopes decaying into 115Pd and
117Pd [20,21,23,29]. The experimental study of these nuclei
was motivated by the longstanding prediction of a shape
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change from prolate to oblate deformation expected in this
region [30,31], which is still a rare phenomenon in nuclei.
The first experimental signs of this change were reported in
110Mo [32] and 111Tc [33,34]. In the chain of Pd isotopes a hint
of a transition to the oblate regime was reported in 115Pd [23].
In the present paper, the energy levels of 115Rh, 117Rh, 115Pd,
and 117Pd nuclei and the Rh to Pd β-decay rates are studied
in the microscopic IBFM-2. Results for the electromagnetic
transitions are used to discuss the JP = 1

2
+

quantum number
assignment for the 115Pd and 117Pd ground states.

The neutron-proton interacting boson-fermion model
(IBFM-2) [35] is an extension of the well-known interact-
ing boson model (IBM-2) [36]. The IBM-2 was originally
introduced as a phenomenological approach to describe col-
lective excitations in nuclei [37]. Soon afterwards, however,
its relation with the shell model was established [38–40].
The IBM-2 deals with even-even nuclei, where one replaces
valence nucleon pairs with bosons with angular momentum
0 or 2. By coupling an extra fermion to the previous boson
system, one is able to extend the IBM-2 to the study of odd-A
nuclei. This extension of the model is known as IBFM-2.

In the IBFM-2 approach, β decays are modeled as a com-
bination of a neutron (proton) stripping and proton (neutron)
pickup reactions [2]. The previous process can be described
in terms of a one-nucleon transfer operator, which is obtained
following the method that avoids the use of the number oper-
ator approximation as discussed in [8,41], and then use it to
calculate the β-decay rates of 115,117Rh into 115,117Pd isotopes
in the IBFM-2.

The paper is organized as follows. In Sec. II we give
the necessary theory background concerning IBFM-2 calcu-
lations and report our results for energy levels, whereas M1
transitions and ground state quantum number assignments are
discussed in Sec. III and β decay rates in Sec. IV. Finally,
conclusions are drawn in Sec. V
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II. SPECTRUM OF 115,117Rh AND 115,117Pd ISOTOPES IN
THE IBFM-2

A. IBFM-2 Hamiltonian

The IBFM-2 [35] is an extension of the IBM-2 [36] to
study even-odd nuclei. Such odd-A nuclei are described by
coupling an odd nucleon (the fermion) to the even-even
neutron-proton core (the bosonic system).

The IBFM-2 Hamiltonian is given by [35,42]

H = HB + HF
ν,π + V BF

ν,π . (1)

Here, HB is the IBM-2 Hamiltonian [36,40,43], which de-
scribes the even-even core nucleus, and for our purposes
reads

HB = εd
(
n̂dπ

+ n̂dν

) + κ
(
QB

ν QB
π

) + 1

2
ξ2[(d†

ν s†
π − d†

π s†
ν )(d̃νsπ − d̃π sν )]

+
∑

K=1,3

ξK [d†
ν × d†

π ](K )[d̃π × d̃ν](K ) + 1

2

∑
K=0,2,4

c(K )
ν [d†

ν × d†
ν ](K )[d̃ν × d̃ν](K ). (2)

In the previous expression, n̂dρ
= d†

ρdρ and

QB
ρ = d†

ρsρ + s†
ρ d̃ρ + χρ[d†

ρ × d̃ρ](2) (3)

represent the d-boson number operators and the boson quadrupole operators for the proton (ρ = π ) and neutron (ρ = ν) pairs,
respectively; s†

ρ and d†
ρ are sρ- and dρ-boson creation operators, and the modified dρ-boson annihilation operator satisfies d̃ρ,m =

(−1)mdρ,−m. The model parameters in Eqs. (2) and (3) are denoted as εd , κ , ξ1, ξ2, ξ3, χρ = χν or χπ , c(0)
ν , c(2)

ν , and c(4)
ν . They

are fitted to reproduce the energy levels of the even-even core nucleus [23,29,44].
HF

ρ is the odd-fermion Hamiltonian [35,42],

HF
ρ =

∑
jρ

ε jρ n̂ jρ , (4)

where n̂ jρ is a number operator and

ε jρ =
√(

Ejρ − λρ

)2 + �2 (5)

is the quasiparticle energy of the odd particle, calculated in the Bardeen, Cooper and Schrieffer (BCS) approximation [45–49].
Here, � = 12/

√
A MeV is the pairing gap energy [50], λρ the Fermi energy, and Ejρ the proton/neutron single-particle energy

for orbital j.
Finally, V BF

ρ is the boson-fermion Hamiltonian, describing the interaction between the odd nucleon and the even-even nucleus.
One has [35,42]

V BF
ρ =

∑
i, j

{
�i j

(
[a†

i × ã j]
(2)QB

ρ ′
) + [


j
ki(: [[d†

ρ × ã j]
(k) × [a†

i × sρ]](2) : [s†
ρ ′ × d̃ρ ′ ](2)) + H.c.

]} + A
∑

i

n̂in̂dρ′ , (6)

where ρ ′ �= ρ indicates the other type of nucleon, i.e., ρ ′ = ν

when ρ = π and vice versa; a†
i, j are fermion creation oper-

ators. The orbital dependence of the interaction strengths is
parametrized according to [35,42,51,52]

�i, j = (uiu j − viv j ) Qi, j � (7)

and


j
k,i = −βk,iβ j,k

(
10

Nρ (2 jk + 1)

)1/2

 , (8)

where

βi, j = (uiv j + viu j ) Qi, j (9)

and

Qi, j =
〈
li,

1

2
, ji

∣∣∣∣Y (2)
∣∣∣∣l j,

1

2
, j j

〉

= 1 + (−1)li+l j

2

√
5(2 ji + 1)

4π

(
ji

1

2
2 0

∣∣∣∣ j j
1

2

)
. (10)

In Eqs. (6)–(8), A, � and  are model parameters, which
need to be fitted to reproduce experimental data. Occupation
probabilities of the orbital j, u j , and v j , satisfy the relation
u2

j + v2
j = 1.

A diagonalization of Eq. (1) in the boson-fermion space is
unfeasible, because the dimension of the matrix Hamiltonian
is expected to be extremely large. Thus, the usual strategy
is to carry out a prediagonalization of the core Hamilto-
nian, Eq. (2), in the boson space. After doing that, one can
couple the single particle orbits of the odd nucleon to the
lowest core-nucleus eigenstates; then, one can diagonalize
the H ν,π

F + V ν,π
BF interaction on the truncated basis and fit the

model parameters of Eq. (6) to the odd-A nucleus energy
levels.

B. Even-even 116,118Pd core nuclei

The first step in the calculation of the odd-A isotope energy
levels is to calculate the properties of their even-even core
nuclei. In particular, we need an IBM-2 description of 118Pd,
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TABLE I. IBM-2 model parameters for the 116Pd and 118Pd cases
from [53, Tables 2 and 8]. All the values are in MeV, with the
exception of those of χπ and χν which are dimensionless. The IBM-2
parameters not shown here are set to zero.

Nucleus εd κ χπ χν

116Pd 0.590 −0.150 −0.300 0.300
118Pd 0.620 −0.175 −0.400 0.445
Nucleus c(2)

ν c(4)
ν ξ1 ξ2

116Pd −0.100 0.100 0.200 0.050
118Pd −0.100 0.100 0.200 0.050

which is the core nucleus of both 117Pd and 117Rh, and of
116Pd, which is the core of 115Pd and 115Rh.

The even-even 116,118Pd nuclei were studied in the con-
text of the IBM-2 in Ref. [53], where the authors calculated
excitation energies, electromagnetic transition strengths, and
electromagnetic moments in chain of even-even Pd isotopes.
In the IBM-2, 116Pd, with Z = 46 and N = 70, is described
in terms of two π -type and six ν-type bosons, in both cases
treated as holes; 118Pd, with Z = 46 and N = 72, is described
in terms of two π -type and five ν-type bosons, again treated as
holes. The IBM-2 model parameters for the 116Pd and 118Pd
nuclei are reported in Table I; see also [53, Tables 2 and 8].
In Fig. 1 we compare the IBM-2 results of Ref. [53] to the
experimental data [44,54,55].

C. Spectra of the 115,117Pd isotopes in the IBFM-2

The next step in the IBFM-2 procedure to evaluate the en-
ergy levels of the 115,117Pd isotopes is to calculate the neutron
quasiparticle energies ε jν of Eq. (5).

The neutron quasiparticle energies are calculated by solv-
ing the BCS equations with the orbitals belonging to the
50-82 shell displayed in Table II. The BCS calculation re-
quires unperturbed neutron single-particle energies (SPEs),

FIG. 1. The IBM-2 results for the 116Pd and 118Pd energy lev-
els [53] are compared to the existing experimental data [44,54,55].

TABLE II. Neutron single-particle energies (in MeV) of 115Pd
and 117Pd isotopes used in the present IBFM-2 model calculations.
The energies are extrapolated from the results of [3, Table IV].

Nucleus 1g7/2 2d5/2 2d3/2 3s1/2 1h11/2

115Pd 0.883 −0.015 2.859 2.146 2.513
117Pd 0.858 −0.008 2.830 2.169 2.507

Ejν , as inputs. The neutron SPEs of the 115,117Pd isotopes are
extrapolated from the results of [3, Table IV] for 105–109Pd.
The outcome of the extrapolation is reported in Table II. The
results of [3, Table IV] were extracted from [56], except for
the energies of the g7/2 orbit which were slightly lowered.

The last step of the IBFM-2 procedure is to couple the
odd-nucleon to the even-even core nucleus, see Sec. II B, and
then to diagonalize the IBFM-2 Hamiltonian. By fitting the
IBFM-2 model parameters to reproduce the most recent exper-
imental data for the 115,117Pd spectra [23,29], one obtains both
the IBFM-2 predictions for the 115,117Pd energy levels and
their wave functions. Our results, calculated via the IBFM-2
Hamiltonian of Eq. (1) and the model parameters of Table III,
are shown in Fig. 2.

D. Spectra of the 115,117Rh isotopes in the IBFM-2

The procedure to compute the energy levels of the 115,117Rh
isotopes in the IBFM-2 is substantially the same as that of
Sec. II C.

The single particle energies for the 115Rh and 117Rh iso-
topes are obtained by solving the Schrödinger equation for
the Woods-Saxon (WS) potential; this is the sum of a spin-
independent central, a spin-orbit, and a Coulomb part [57].
We make use of a typical set of WS parameters. In particular,
the strength parameters are V0 = −53 MeV, V1 = −30 MeV,
and Vso = 22 MeV; for the geometry, we have r0 = rso =
1.3 fm, and a0 = as0 = 0.7; the radius of the Coulomb term
is rc = 1.20 fm. The resulting proton SPEs are reported in
Table IV.

Finally, we can couple the odd-proton to the even-even core
nucleus and diagonalize the IBFM-2 Hamiltonian. We choose
to use the same parameters both in the 115Rh and 117Rh cases
because of the lack of experimental data for these isotopes;
see Table V. Our calculation reproduces the tentative JP =
7
2

+
quantum number assignment to the ground states of both

isotopes. The resulting energy levels are shown in Fig. 3 and
are also used in the calculations of Sec. IV.

TABLE III. IBMF-2 model parameters for the 115,117Pd isotopes,
obtained by fitting the IBFM-2 model parameters to the most recent
experimental data [23,29].

Nucleus � [MeV]  [MeV] A [MeV]

115Pd 0.77 0.21 −0.28
117Pd 0.16 0.64 −0.36
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FIG. 2. Our IBFM-2 results for the positive-parity 115Pd (left) and 117Pd (right) energy levels are compared to the most recent experimental
data [23,29].

III. M1 TRANSITIONS OF 115,117Pd ISOTOPES IN THE
IBFM-2 AND THEIR GROUND-STATE QUANTUM

NUMBER ASSIGNMENTS

By solving the eigenvalue problem of Eq. (1), one gets
both the energy levels and the wave functions of the nuclei
of interest. The numerical wave functions can then be used
to study the electromagnetic properties of those nuclei in the
IBFM-2.

By making use of the spectator approximation, the one-
body M1 electromagnetic transition operator can be written
as [3,35]

T (M1) =
∑

ρ=ν,π

gB
ρ[d†

ρ × d̃ρ + H.c.](1)

+
√

3

4π

∑
i, j

e(1)
i j [a†

i ã j]
(1) , (11)

where gB
ρ is the boson g factor for the neutron/proton boson,

e(1)
i j = − 1√

3
(uiu j + viv j )

〈
li

1

2
ji

∥∥∥∥g�� + gss

∥∥∥∥l j
1

2
j j

〉
(12)

is the fermion single-particle matrix element, where g� and gs

are the single-particle g factors. The values of the boson g fac-
tors of Eq. (11) are extracted from Ref. [53], where the values
gB

ν = −0.1 and gB
π = 1.25 are used. For the single-particle g

factors the bare values g� = 0 and gs = −3.826 are employed.
See also the discussion on the effective charges in [58, Sec.
IIA].

TABLE IV. Proton single-particle energies of 115Rh and 117Rh
isotopes used in the present IBFM-2 model calculations. The results
are obtained in a WS potential calculation, with the values of the
model parameters reported in the text.

Nucleus 2p1/2 2p3/2 1 f5/2 1g9/2 2d5/2 1g7/2

115Rh 6.917 8.554 9.029 6.481 1.075 0.000
117Rh 6.818 8.429 8.975 6.367 0.946 0.000

In what follows, we use our IBFM-2 predictions for M1
transitions to discuss the JP quantum number assignments
for the 115,117Pd ground states; the experimental data can be
found in Refs. [20,21,23,29,32,59–61]. This critical analysis
can be useful due to the conflicting nature of the previous
experimental results. Specifically, Ref. [59] suggested a JP =
5
2

+
assignment for the 117Pd ground state (plus a JP = 7

2
+

assignment for that of 117Rh); Ref. [32] indicated JP = 3
2

+
as-

signments for the ground states of both 115Pd and 117Pd, while
Ref. [60] gave JP = 1

2
+

assignments for 115Pd and JP = 3
2

+

for 117Pd and most recently Refs. [23,29] reported JP = 1
2

+

ground states for both 115Pd and 117Pd followed by one/two
JP = 3

2
+

excitations. Features of the latest experiment are
reproduced by our theoretical results; see Fig. 2.

Because of the lack of experimental data for the M1
transitions of 115,117Pd isotopes, we use that of 117Cd as a
reference [62] to get a hint of the situation.1 The spectrum
of 117Cd [62] is indeed very similar to that of 115Pd [23],
because the 115Pd and 117Cd nuclei are characterized by the
same number of neutrons; it also shares some features with
the spectrum of 117Pd. See Fig. 4.

Reference [62] gives experimental lower limit for the
3
2

+
1 → 1

2
+
1 M1 transition in the 117Cd nucleus

B

(
M1;

3

2

+

1
→ 1

2

+

1

)
> 0.0074 W.u. (13)

1We refer to 117Cd experimental results because Ref. [29] only
provides the relative intensities of 117Pd electromagnetic transitions;
it does not give the absolute intensities of either E2 or M1 transitions
of 117Pd.

TABLE V. As Table III, but for the 115,117Rh isotopes.

Nucleus � [MeV]  [MeV] A [MeV]

115Rh −0.50 0.75 −2.00
117Rh −0.50 0.75 −2.00
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FIG. 3. Our IBFM2 results for the positive-parity 115Rh (left) and 117Rh (right) energy levels are compared to the existing experimental
data [44].

In the IBFM-2, we get

B

(
M1;

3

2

+

1
→ 1

2

+

1

)
= 0.009 W.u. (14)

and

B
(
M1; 3

2
+
2 → 3

2
+
1

)
B
(
M1; 3

2
+
2 → 1

2
+
1

) = 0.17 (15)

in the case of 117Pd, Ref. [29] reports relative intensities
for 3

2
+
2 → 1

2
+
1 and 3

2
+
2 → 3

2
+
1 lines, those being 100(1) and

34.9(1.6), respectively.
In case of 115Pd, the corresponding IBFM-2 values are

B

(
M1;

3

2

+

1
→ 1

2

+

1

)
= 0.016 W.u. (16)

and

B
(
M1; 3

2
+
2 → 3

2
+
1

)
B
(
M1; 3

2
+
2 → 1

2
+
1

) = 0.55. (17)

FIG. 4. Comparison between the experimental energy levels of
115Pd [23] and 117Cd [62] isotones.

Our findings are compatible with the assignments of
Refs. [23,29] for the ordering of the lowest-lying 115Pd and
117Pd levels.

IV. β-DECAY RATES OF 115,117Rh INTO 115,117Pd ISOTOPES
IN THE IBFM-2

The last step of our study is the calculation of the 115,117Rh
→ 115,117Pd β-decay rates. At first, we briefly discuss how to
compute the β-decay rates in the IBFM-2. Further details can
be found elsewhere [2,63].

The β-decay half-lives can be calculated as [64]

t1/2 = κ

f0
(〈MF〉2 + ( gA

gV

)2〈MGT〉2
) . (18)

Here, f0 is a leptonic phase-space factor; κ = 2π2 h̄7 ln2
m5

e c4G2
F

=
6163 s and gA

gV
= −1.2756 ± 0.0013 [65] are constants; 〈MF〉

and 〈MGT〉 are the matrix elements of Fermi, TF, and Gamow-
Teller, TGT, operators between the wave functions of the parent
and daughter nuclei. If we consider, for example, the β− case,
these operators are defined as [2,8,63]

TF = −
∑

i

ĵi[Aπ,ic
†
π,i × Aν,ic̃ν,i]

(0) (19)

and

TGT = −
∑
i, j

ηi j[Aπ,ic
†
π,i × Aν, j c̃ν, j]

(1)
μ , (20)

where the index i ( j) denotes a particular shell, character-
ized by the standard single-particle level quantum numbers
ni, �i,

1
2 , ji, mi, and ĵi = √

2 ji + 1. The quantity ηi j is defined
as [2,63]

ηi j =
√

2(−1)�i+ ji+ 1
2 ĵi ĵ j

{ 1
2

1
2 1

j j ji �i

}
δ�i,� j . (21)

The operators c†
ρ,i and c̃ρ,i (with ρ = ν, π ) in Eqs. (19)

and (20) are the so-called transfer operators. They can
create/destroy a nucleon in the parent and daughter nuclei.
The values of the coefficients Aρ,i are calculated by means
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of the Otsuka, Arima and Iachello (OAI) method [40] and
depend on the specific normalization one takes into account.
Here, we use the conventions for Aρ,is reported in Refs. [8,66],
which are based on the procedure for diagonalizing the surface
delta interaction (SDI) of Ref. [67] and the use of the commu-
tator method of Refs. [68,69]. The OAI method is based on the
generalized seniority (GS) scheme in the shell model (SM). In
this scheme, the SM space is truncated to the SD pair space.
One has [40]

S† =
k∑

i=1

αi ĵiA
(00)
ii

2
, D†

μ =
k∑

i,i′=1,i�i′

βii′A
(2μ)
ii′√

1 + δii′
, (22)

where A(2μ)
ii′ = (c†

i × c†
i′ )

(J )
M , c†

i,i′ being one-nucleon transfer
operators, which can be written in terms of fermion and boson
creation/annihilation operators [66, Eq. (6)]; αs and βs are the
pair structure coefficients of the S and D pairs, respectively.
αs and βs are obtained by diagonalizing the surface delta
interaction (SDI) [67] and are normalized according to

∑
j

α2
j � j =

∑
j

� j and
k∑

i,i′=1,i�i′
β2

ii′ = 1 . (23)

While the overall sign of these coefficients is not relevant, the
relative sign is important. To that purpose, one can use the
approximate relation

βi,i′ = αiαi′√
5�(1 + δii′ )

〈
li

1

2
ji

∥∥∥∥r2Y (2)

∥∥∥∥li′
1

2
ji′

〉
(24)

with � = ∑
j � j to extract the βi,i′ directly from the ai co-

efficients. Finally, by making use of the commutator method
introduced by Frank and Van Isacker [68] (see also Ref. [69]),
one can extract the exact value of the occupation probability
v2

j [66, Eq. (5)]. One can also calculate the matrix elements of

the (a†
i × ãi′ )(K ) operators, which are important to extract the

expressions of the mapping of Eq. (22) and the coefficients of
the one-nucleon transfer operator. As discussed in Ref. [41],
the OAI + SDI mapping is particular effective in spherical and
vibrational regions, where one considers low GS states.

Instead of the quantities of Eq. (18), one usually calculates
the so-called f t values, which are defined as the product of f0

and t1/2; one has

f t = κ(〈MF〉2 + ( gA

gV

)2〈MGT〉2
) . (25)

The f t values depend exclusively on the nuclear structure, i.e.,
the nuclear matrix elements 〈MF〉 and 〈MGT〉.

Finally, the results of our microscopic IBFM-2 calculation
of the f t values (or better their log10 logarithms) are reported
in Table VI. Our results are compared with the existing ex-
perimental data from Ref. [29]. It is worth to note that the
experimental results for 117Rh → 117Pd β transitions, or at
least their general trend, are reasonably well reproduced by
our IBFM-2 findings.

The comparison between our IBFM-2 predictions of
energy levels, M1 electromagnetic transitions, and (β decays),
with experimental data [20,21,23,29,32,59–61] seem

TABLE VI. log10 f t values for Rh to Pd decays. The experimen-
tal results are extracted from Ref. [29]. The notation (Ji,f )ni,f indicates
the spin and radial quantum number of the initial/final nucleus. The
experimental result marked as † may correspond to the transition
either to a 5

2

+
or 7

2

+
state, that marked as ‡ may correspond to the

transition either to a 7
2

+
or 9

2

+
state.

β transition (Ji )ni → (Jf )nf log10 f t exp log10 f t th

115Rh → 115Pd
(

7
2

)
1

→ (
5
2

)
1

– 5.90(
7
2

)
1

→ (
5
2

)
2

– 5.83(
7
2

)
1

→ (
5
2

)
3

– 6.85(
7
2

)
1

→ (
9
2

)
1

– 7.23(
7
2

)
1

→ (
9
2

)
2

– 7.78(
7
2

)
1

→ (
9
2

)
3

– 7.37
117Rh → 117Pd

(
7
2

)
1

→ (
5
2

)
1

5.7 6.78(
7
2

)
1

→ (
5
2

)
2

6.3 6.55(
7
2

)
1

→ (
5
2

)
3

5.1 5.33(
7
2

)
1

→ (
7
2

)
1

5.8 6.68(
7
2

)
1

→ (
7
2

)
2

6.0† 6.95(
7
2

)
1

→ (
7
2

)
3

– 7.44(
7
2

)
1

→ (
9
2

)
1

6.2‡ 8.28(
7
2

)
1

→ (
9
2

)
2

– 7.70(
7
2

)
1

→ (
9
2

)
3

– 6.85

to favor the JP = 1
2

+
quantum number assignments of

Refs. [23,29,60] for the ground states of 115,117Pd.

V. CONCLUSIONS

We have studied the properties of the 115,117Rh and
115,117Pd isotopes, including their spectra and electromagnetic
transitions, and calculated the Rh → Pd β decays in the
microscopic IBFM-2 formalism [35,38–40]. These type of
investigations are important to get insight into the structure of
heavy nuclei and test the available nuclear structure models.
The study of β, double-β, and neutrinoless double-β decays
may also provide valuable informations on the properties of
neutrinos and the possible emergence of beyond the standard
model effects in weak interactions [19].

Our theoretical results are in good agreement with the latest
experimental data [23,29,60] for the properties of the 115,117Rh
and 115,117Pd isotopes and support the JP = 1

2
+

quantum num-
ber assignments of Refs. [23,29,60] for the ground states of
115,117Pd.
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